
  
 

  
 

 
RFQ Amendment # 1 

 

Solicitation number / Numéro de l’invitation: CSPS-RFB-18CP-1700 

Title / Sujet: Drones 

 

 

 

To all bidders, NO consideration will be given for extras and/or changes because the Bidder was not 

familiar with the contents of this Amendment.  

 

The purpose of the present Amendment is to give effect to the followings question and answer. 

 

 

Question 1: Easy Carry Vest: is it for the controller? If so, the original one called (remote controller 

strap).  Is this what you mean? 

  

Answer 1: No, it’s a vest/backpack to carry the drone. 

 

Question 2: 8 PC filter kit for DJI Mavic 2; the original kit consists of 4 ND filters, does this mean you 

need 2 kits, if not I have to know the kind of filter you ask for.  

Answer 2: CSPS does not need 2 kits, there are kits available with 8 PC filter.   

 

Question 3: deluxe backpack? There is no original backpack. This should be made by a third party, is it 

acceptable? 

Answer 3: Yes it’s acceptable. 

 

Question 4: Remote control bracket with lanyard: there is no original part available.  Please clarify this 

requirement. 

Answer 4: The remote control bracket with lanyard is to protect the remote control during use.  It’s a cord 

that attaches to the controller and on the neck of the person who uses it. 

 

Question 5: Is it possible to redescribe the (Additional Accessories Include:)  of the requirements, this 

will avoid any confusion or misunderstanding, which results in the quick and safe delivery process.  

Answer 5: CSPS found the Additional Accessories online and therefore in our opinion do not require 

further explanation. 

 

Question 6: Dust Blower, is it a “can type” or a silicon squeeze bulb. 

Answer 6: CSPS requires the silicon squeeze bulb. 

 

 



  
 

  
 

 

 

Question 7: Would you kindly provide more information on this request? ie. Number of Supplies (drones 

and package accessories), Delivery Requirements , New Equipment Necessary , and any other additional 

information. 

Answer 7: 

Number of supplies: 2 of each 

Delivery: on or before June 28, 2019 

New equipment: Everything is listed in Annex A 

 

 

ALL OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS REMAIN UNCHANGED.  
 

 

 

 

 


